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Abstract—As an attractive enabling technology for next-
generation wireless communications, network slicing supports
diverse customized services in the global space-air-ground in-
tegrated network (SAGIN) with diverse resource constraints. In
this paper, we dynamically consider three typical classes of radio
access network (RAN) slices, namely high-throughput slices, low-
delay slices and wide-coverage slices, under the same underlying
physical SAGIN. The throughput, the service delay and the
coverage area of these three classes of RAN slices are jointly
optimized in a non-scalar form by considering the distinct chan-
nel features and service advantages of the terrestrial, aerial and
satellite components of SAGINs. A joint central and distributed
multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient (CDMADDPG)
algorithm is proposed for solving the above problem to obtain
the Pareto optimal solutions. The algorithm first determines the
optimal virtual unmanned aerial vehicle (vUAV) positions and
the inter-slice sub-channel and power sharing by relying on a
centralized unit. Then it optimizes the intra-slice sub-channel and
power allocation, and the virtual base station (vBS)/vUAV/virtual
low earth orbit (vLEO) satellite deployment in support of three
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classes of slices by three separate distributed units. Simulation
results verify that the proposed method approaches the Pareto-
optimal exploitation of multiple RAN slices, and outperforms the
benchmarkers.

Index Terms—Radio access network slicing, space-air-
ground integrated network, multi-objective optimization, non-
scalarization, hierarchical and distributed deep reinforcement
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given the explosive proliferation of user equipment and
service categories in the emerging sixth generation (6G) era,
traditional terrestrial wireless communication networks are
facing huge challenges [1], [2]. Thus, the space-air-ground
integrated networking (SAGIN) [3]–[5] concept was proposed
for providing users with ubiquitous global coverage and en-
hanced data transmission. Specifically, satellite networks are
capable of providing seamless access to rural or remote areas,
e.g., mountains, deserts and oceans. As a complement, aerial
networks [6] are capable of providing prompt emergency
communications in disaster areas, or providing service en-
hancement for areas having high tele-traffic density. Finally,
the densely deployed terrestrial networks can support high data
rate transmission in urban areas. By integrating the comple-
mentary advantages of the above three network components,
SAGINs constitute a heterogeneous three-dimensional wireless
communication architecture capable of providing seamless
connections.

However, the variety of SAGIN-oriented service scenarios
is increasing continually [3], [7]. That means a diverse variety
of different services share the underlying spectral resources,
thus maintaining the target quality of service (QoS) of het-
erogeneous applications is hard to guarantee. These services
have distinct traffic features and may significantly affect each
other, especially when the network resources are limited [8].
For example, bandwidth-extensive services are very likely to
consume most of the channel resources, hence resulting in high
transmission delays for lightweight delay-sensitive services.
Clearly, there is a paucity of research on how to support
the service diversity encountered in SAGINs. As an enabling
technology of next-generation wireless networks, radio access
network (RAN) slicing [9], [10] is potentially capable of
constructing a set of independent virtual logical sub-networks
based upon the same physical network infrastructure and
resources, where each logical sub-network is customized for
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a particular type of service. However, these network slices
are isolated from each other. Therefore, RAN slicing may
be applied to support diverse customized services in SAGINs
under various resource constraints [3].

To elaborate, RAN slicing is conceived for supporting
various services, hence it is inappropriate to optimize a
sliced network based on a single criterion [11], [12]. For
instance, bandwidth-extensive slicing aims for providing users
with high-throughput services, while delay-sensitive slicing
aims for ensuring ultra-low delay. However, the objectives of
maintaining a high throughput and ultra-low delay tend to
conflict with each other. To circumvent this conflict, multi-
objective optimization problems (MOOPs) have been con-
ceived as a mathematical framework for jointly optimizing
multiple criteria [13], which are eminently suitable for RAN
slicing scenarios.

There have been some studies on MOOPs in RAN slicing,
but only in scalar form [14]–[18]. Although the traditional
scalar method has low computational complexity, its objective
function (OF) needs to be designed by experience, and its
solution has a strong dependence on its weight. A better way
to solve MOOPs in RAN slicing is to use non-scalar methods,
e.g., the popular multi-agent deep reinforcement learning (DR-
L) algorithm [19], [20]. Instead of the unique globally optimal
solution, the solutions of the non-scalar MOOP are composed
of a number of non-dominated Pareto optimal solutions [21].
A multi-agent DRL algorithm is capable of learning different
optimization objectives at the same time in the context of
SAGINs, which makes it easier to obtain multiple Pareto
optimal solutions [22], [23].

In this paper, we simultaneously establish three typical RAN
slices, i.e., high-throughput slices, low-delay slices and wide-
coverage slices, based upon the same underlying physical
SAGIN. A non-scalar MOOP is formulated for jointly op-
timizing the throughput, the service delay and the coverage
area. This is achieved by dynamically assigning the most
appropriate network components, by finding the virtual un-
manned aerial vehicles (vUAVs) having the optimal positions,
and by allocating the most suitable subchannels and powers
to the users relying on each slice type. In order to solve the
above non-scalar problem and to approach the Pareto optimal
solutions, we propose a pair of central and distributed multi-
agent deep deterministic policy gradient (CDMADDPG) algo-
rithms. More explicitly, our proposed method simultaneously
optimizes three SAGIN slices, and finds near-Pareto optimal
solutions. Moreover, it succeeds in striking a compelling trade-
off among three types of RAN slices by exploiting the non-
dominance relationship amongst the Pareto optimal solutions.
Against the above background, the main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

• We apply dynamic RAN slices in a global SAGIN
scenario to support diverse customized services under
specific resource constraints. The system model is built
for jointly supporting the high-throughput slices, the low-
delay slices and the wide-coverage slices based upon the
same underlying 3-dimensional (3D) SAGIN. Then, the
proposed model takes the distinct channel characteristics
and service advantages of terrestrial, aerial and satellite

communications in SAGIN into account, which is also
verified by our simulation results.

• We formulate a non-scalar MOOP for jointly optimizing
the throughput, the service delay and the coverage area
based on RAN slicing, whilst the existing literature has
only considered scalar MOOPs. To elaborate, we dynam-
ically deploy virtual base stations (vBSs)/vUAVs/virtual
low earth orbit (vLEO) satellites to support the users, and
then find the optimal vUAVs’ positions, allocate optimal
subchannels and power resources among the slices, as
well as optimize both the intra-slice subchannels and
power resources for each user.

• We propose a CDMADDPG algorithm for solving the
associated non-scalar MOOP. The algorithm first de-
termines the position of the most suitable vUAVs and
the associated inter-slice resource sharing, as decided
by the centralized supervisory unit; then it proceeds
to intra-slice resource sharing. This is arranged by the
vBSs/vUAVs/vLEO satellites relying on three separate
reduced-dimensional distributed units, in order to find
near-Pareto optimal solutions. Our main contributions in
comparison to the salient literature are summarized in
Table 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we briefly describe the related work of SAGIN and of
MOOP based on RAN slicing. In Section III, three different
types of RAN slices of our SAGIN are established. In Section
IV, we formulate the proposed non-scalar MOOP of SAGIN
slicing. In Section V, we solve the MOOP by conceiving
our CDMADDPG algorithm. In Section VI, we discuss our
simulation results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section
VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce the State of the Art in
SAGIN, and then illustrate the popular methods of solving
the MOOP based on RAN slicing.

A. SAGIN

SAGIN has been considered as one of the most promis-
ing techniques for increasing connectivity and improving the
spatial 3D spectral efficiency of 6G system [24]. Substan-
tial SAGIN research efforts have been focused on mobility
management, traffic offloading and performance analysis [25]–
[30]. For example, Sun et al. [26] have presented an enhanced
air-ground integrated vehicular network (AGVN) by intro-
ducing a surveillance plane for improving the management
capability and have discussed the related networking, security,
and application-oriented aspects. Wang et al. [27] have pro-
posed a data offloading scheme with drones acting as relays
for maximizing the system capacity by jointly optimizing
the users’ connection scheduling, power control and drone
trajectory. An attractive transmission control strategy has been
proposed in [28] for optimally scheduling the ground-air-space
and ground-to-space transmission schemes according to the
specific status of ground users. Mao et al. [29] have considered
a space-aerial-assisted mixed cloud-edge computing offloading
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Table 1: Contrasting our contributions to the salient literature.

Novelty [11] [12] [15] [26] [27] [32] [33] Proposed
Studying the SAGIN X X X X
Studying a dynamic sliced network X X X X X
Optimizing the vUAVs’ positions X X X
Optimizing network components’ assignment to users X X X X X
Optimization of inter-slice resources (e.g., power, subchannels) X X X
Optimization of intra-slice resources between users (e.g., power, subchannels) X X X X X
Jointly optimizing at least 3 metrics X X
Formulating a non-scalar MOOP X X X
Solving the non-scalar MOOP by the multi-agent DRL algorithm X
Solving the non-scalar MOOP by a pair of central and distributed algorithms X

framework through jointly scheduling the associated position
deployment and resource allocation. Ye et al. [30] have con-
structed a cooperative channel model of SAGINs including
the space-air, space-ground as well as air-ground links, and
analyzed the outage performance attained.

However, while the variety of SAGIN-oriented service sce-
narios is increasing, the existing physical network architecture
struggles to provide customized services for all users. The
next-generation enabling technology, RAN slicing, is capable
of constructing a set of independent virtual logical sub-
networks based upon the same physical network, with the
promise of meeting the above challenge. Nevertheless, at the
time of writing, there are few studies on constructing network
slices for SAGIN.

B. MOOP based on RAN Slicing
The key to solving a MOOP is to find Pareto optimal

solutions, which are non-dominated by each other. Generally,
there are several methods available on RAN slicing, e.g.,
the traditional scalar method and the family of non-scalar
intelligent algorithms.

The traditional scalar method mainly includes the weighted
sum method, constraint method, etc [14]. This method aims
to transform the MOOP into a single-objective optimization
problem (SOOP), the optimal solution of which subjectively
corresponds to one of the Pareto solutions. Specifically, Shi
et al. [15] have simultaneously analyzed the energy efficiency
(EE) and delay in wireless network virtualization, but only
the EE was employed as the objective, while the delay was
treated as a constraint. Afolabi et al. [16] have also used the
constrained optimization method for minimizing the amount
of computing resources subject to the constraint of a maximum
tolerable mean response time on the end-to-end network
slicing. Although both the throughput and delay are considered
in [17], the authors have used the weighted sum to project the
above pair of metrics into a unified utility function. Wang et al.
[18] have integrated three optimization criteria into the slices’
profits under a hybrid slicing framework. However, these scalar
methods have some drawbacks. Explicitly, on the one hand,
their OFs are subjectively designed based on experience, so it
is hard to obtain a satisfactory solution in practice. On the
other hand, the optimization result of each slice is highly
dependent on its weight in the OF, which requires extensive
prior knowledge.

The non-scalar intelligent algorithm mainly includes the
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) [31] and

the multi-agent DRL algorithms. Specifically, MOEAs apply
evolutionary operations to a population of legitimate can-
didates for finally approaching the Pareto front of optimal
solutions. For instance, Chantre et al. [32] employed MOEAs
to solve the multi-criterion optimization problem built on
5G network slicing. In the context of aeronautical ad hoc
networks, Cui et al. [33] formulated a twin-objective multi-
hop routing problem and obtained multiple tradeoff solutions
by MOEA. Nevertheless, the existing literature only solved
static and discrete MOOPs by employing MOEAs.

A multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient (MAD-
DPG) algorithm [19] is capable of simultaneously learning
different optimization objectives in a dynamic and successive
SAGIN, but it may become computationally demanding in
large-scale multi-user scenarios due to its single-layer and
agent-coupled structure. This will result in excessive com-
plexity once the action set becomes excessively large in the
training. Hence the algorithm may fail to converge and the
computational complexity becomes excessive. Therefore we
decompose the coupled structure of the MADDPG algorithm,
and propose the CDMADDPG algorithm, where the heavy
intra-slice resource decisions and training can be performed
locally in the distributed units, and only their decision results
have to be transmitted to the centralized supervisory unit for
global processing. Furthermore, by defining multiple agents
within the distributed units as different types of RAN slices,
the CDMADDPG algorithm succeeds in the simultaneous
optimization of multiple objectives.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Again, we focus our attention on analyzing three typical
classes of RAN slices [34] based upon the SAGIN of Fig. 1.
Firstly, on the left side of Fig. 1, we have a triple-layer
physical RAN, constituted by the ground layer of M base
stations (BSs), the aerial layer of V unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) and the space layer of a satellite constellation. The
UAVs are used as flying BSs [35], [36] and the satellite
constellation is constituted by a group of low earth orbit (LEO)
satellites to provide the full coverage of planet Earth. The
sets of M and V nodes are denoted by M = {1, ...,M}
and V = {1, ..., V }, respectively. A total of K terrestrial
users may be served by different RAN slices, with the set
of K={1, ...,K}. We assume that all the terrestrial, airborne
and spaceborne cellular downlink channels are operated in the
C-band at 5 GHz, and the channels of different layers do not
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overlap with each other to avoid cross-layer interference [37].
The bandwidth of each layer is set to B Hz, divided into
N subchannels associated with N= {1, ..., N}, respectively.
Hence, each subchannel has a bandwidth of B/N Hz, allowing
the BSs/UAVs/LEOs to provide downlink communication for
the users. To reduce the model complexity, this paper does
not consider the communication between network components
(such as between the satellite and UAVs) [8], [29]. The orthog-
onal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) method is
used for avoiding intra-cell interference. We assume that the
available power of each physical BS, UAV and LEO satellite
is PB , PV and PL, respectively.

Then, with the aid of virtualization, we can support three
typical classes of RAN slices, namely the high-throughput
slices, the low-delay slices and the wide-coverage slices, which
are referred to as class-s slices, s∈{1, 2, 3}, S=3. As shown
at the right of Fig. 1, the network slicing process can be
classified into three steps:

1) All communication resources and components are dy-
namically shared among the three classes of slices.
Every physical BS/UAV/LEO is mapped into S vB-
Ss/vUAVs/vLEOs, each of which is associated with a
specific class-s slice [17]. Naturally, the locations of
the vBSs/vUAVs/vLEOs supporting the class-s slices
correspond to those of the physical BSs/UAVs/LEOs, thus
we represent them by the same index m,∀m ∈ M or
v,∀v∈V as those of the physical ones.

2) Both the spectral and power resources of our 3D system
are abstracted into the shared virtual resources.

3) Depending on the different services’ specific demands,
the mobile network operator (MNO) orchestrates the
flexible deployment of vBSs/vUAVs/vLEOs (also referred
to as network components hereafter) as well as supports
the real-time sharing and release of their associated
communication resources among the different slices.

We assume that Ks users would like to request class-s
slices, with Ks = {1, ...,Ks},Ks ⊂ K. A dynamically
adaptive multi-slicing network is considered, where the
time slots (TSs) are defined as the time interval [t, t + 1),
t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., T −1}, where T is the total number of TSs
and the TS duration is δ second. In our model, it is assumed
that the positions of vUAVs and users can change in a certain
area from TS to TS, but they are stationary within a TS.
The users’ positions follow a dynamic random distribution
with a density ratio of 5:1 in densely populated and sparsely
populated areas between TSs, respectively; the vUAVs’
positions will be dynamically optimized in the proposed
optimization problem.1 Naturally, the positions of vBSs
remain fixed. We also assume that the vLEO satellite index
does not change within a total TS length T and that a single
satellite can be relied upon in our scenario [27]. Therefore,
we denote the 3D coordinates of the vLEO satellite, vUAVs,
terrestrial vBSs and users as

[
xvLEO(t), yvLEO(t), zvLEO(t)

]
,[

xvUAV
v (t), yvUAV

v (t), zvUAV
v (t)

]
,

[
xvBS
m , yvBS

m , zvBS
m

]
and

[
xUE
k,s(t), y

UE
k,s(t), z

UE
k,s(t)

]
, respectively, where

1The users’ and vUAVs’ motion trajectory models are beyond the scope of
this paper’s discussions [29].

zvBS
m = zUE

k,s(t) = 0. The main notations of this paper
are summarized in Table 2.

A. Terrestrial Communication

In the terrestrial layer, it is assumed that the vBS provides
customized services for multiple users. The channel coefficient
gvBS
k,s,m,n(t) of user k, ∀k ∈ Ks on subchannel n, ∀n ∈ N

associated with vBS m on the class-s slices at TS t is
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time, which
is modeled as:

gvBS
k,s,m,n(t) = hvBS

k,s,m,n(t)
[
dvBS
k,s,m(t)

]−α
, (1)

and

dvBS
k,s,m(t)=

[(
xvBS
m −xUE

k,s (t)
)2
+
(
yvBS
m −yUE

k,s (t)
)2]1/2

,

(2)
where dvBS

k,s,m(t) is the distance between the vBS m and user k
of class-s slices. We adopt the classic Rayleigh fading channel
model [8], [30], and the channel fading of hvBS

k,s,m,n(t) follows
an exponential distribution with unity mean, while α is the
path loss exponent.

Then, we define pvBS
k,s,m,n(t) as the power received from

vBS m by user k associated with the subchannel n on the
class-s slices at TS t. Then we have PvBS

s (t)={pvBS
k,s,m,n(t)}.

Therefore, the data rate rvBS
k,s,m,n(t) of user k on subchannel n

associated with vBS m on class-s slices at TS t is given by

rvBS
k,s,m,n(t) =

B

N
log2

[
1 +

pvBS
k,s,m,n(t)g

vBS
k,s,m,n(t)

IvBS
k,s,m,n (t) + (BN )N0

]
, (3)

where

IvBS
k,s,m,n (t) =

∑
j∈M\{m}

pvBS
k,s,j,n(t)g

vBS
k,s,j,n(t). (4)

In (3), N0 is the power spectral density of the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) and IvBS

k,s,m,n (t) is defined as the
inter-cell interference of user k associated with vBS m and
subchannel n on class-s slices at TS t. Moreover, gvBS

k,s,j,n(t) is
the channel coefficient of the interfering vBS j,∀j∈M\{m};
and pvBS

k,s,j,n(t) is the interference power of vBS j.

B. UAV Communication

In the aerial layer, UAVs can furnish users with various
types of slices through their downlink channels. Similarly,
the channel coefficient gvUAV

k,s,v,n(t) of user k on subchannel n
associated with vUAV v on class-s slices at TS t is also i.i.d.
vs. time, formulated as follows:

gvUAV
k,s,v,n(t) = hvUAV

k,s,v,n(t)
[
dvUAV
k,s,v (t)

]−α

=h0

[
dvUAV
k,s,v (t)

]−α
(

R

R+1
ĥvUAV
k,s,v,n(t)+

1

R+1
h̃vUAV
k,s,v,n(t)

)
,

(5)

and

dvUAV
k,s,v (t)=

[(
xvUAV
v (t)−xUE

k,s (t)
)2

+
(
yvUAV
v (t)−yUE

k,s (t)
)2
+
(
zvUAV
v (t)

)2]1/2
,

(6)
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Fig. 1: System model of SAGIN slicing.

Table 2: Main notations of this paper.

Notation Description
M={1, ...,m, ...,M} Set of vBSs
V={1, ..., v, ..., V } Set of vUAVs
K={1, ..., k, ...,K} Set of users
PB , PV , PL Available power of each physical BS/UAV/LEO satellite
B System bandwidth
N={1, ..., n, ..., N} Set of subchannels
Ks={1, ...,Ks},Ks⊂K Set of users requesting class-s slices
t, T , δ TS; Total number of TSs; TS duration

gvBS
k,s,m,n(t), g

vUAV
k,s,v,n(t), g

vLEO
k,s,n (t)

The channel coefficient of user k on subchannel n
associated with vBS m/vUAV n/vLEO on class-s slices at TS t

dvBS
k,s,m(t), dvUAV

s ={dvUAV
k,s,v (t)}, dvLEO

k,s (t) The distance between vBS m/vUAV n/vLEO and user k
Ps=

{
PvBS

s (t),PvUAV
s (t),PvLEO

s (t)
}

Set of transmit powers
Ξs(t)={ξk,s,n(t)} Set of intra-slice subchannel allocation indicators

Φs(t)={φ
k,s,m(v)

(t)}, φ
k,s,m(v)

(t)∈
{
φvBS
k,s,m(t), φvUAV

k,s,v (t), φvLEO
k,s (t)

}
Set of intra-slice network component association indicators

rvBS
k,s,m,n(t), R

vBS
k,s (t); rvUAV

k,s,v,n(t), R
vUAV
k,s (t); rvLEO

k,s,n (t), RvLEO
k,s (t)

Data rate and total data rate for user k associated with
vBSs/vUAVs/vLEO satellite on class-s slices

IvBS
k,s,m,n(t), I

vUAV
k,s,v,n(t) Inter-cell interference of user k associated with vBSs/vUAVs

Rk,s(t), Rsum
1 (t)

Total downlink data rate of user k on class-s slices;
Throughput of class-1 slices at TS t

Dk,2(t), Dave
2 (t) Service delay of user k, average delay of all users on class-2 slices

SINRvBS
k,3 (t), SINRvUAV

k,3 (t), SINRvLEO
k,3 (t), SINRave

3 (t)
SINR of user k associated with vBSs/vUAVs/vLEO satellite

on class-3 slices; average SINR on class-3 slices
P vBS
m,s , P vUAV

v,s , P vLEO
s Power consumption of each vBS/vUAV/vLEO satellite

β Initial threshold of average delay objective
ρs=

{
ρvBS
s (t) ,ρvUAV

s (t) ,ρvLEO
s (t)

}
Set of inter-slice power allocation factors

ηs=
{
ηvBS
s (t) ,ηvUAV

s (t) ,ηvLEO
s (t)

}
Set of inter-slice subchannel allocation factors

where dvUAV
k,s,v (t) is the distance between the vUAV v and user

k relying on class-s slices. We have dvUAV
s =

{
dvUAV
k,s,v (t)

}
as

one of the decision variables, because it dynamically changes
between TSs. The fading of hvUAV

k,s,v,n(t) is assumed to follow
a Rician channel model [29], [38], in which h0 denotes the
reference channel gain when the distance is 1 meter; R is

the Rician fading factor; ĥvUAV
k,s,v,n(t) represents the line-of-

sight (LoS) component that satisfies
∣∣∣ĥvUAV

k,s,v,n(t)
∣∣∣ = 1; and

h̃vUAV
k,s,v,n(t) is the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) component that

follows h̃vUAV
k,s,v,n(t) ∼ CN (0, 1).

Furthermore, pvUAV
k,s,v,n(t) is the power transmitted from

vUAV v to user k associated with subchannel n on class-s
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slices at TS t, with the set as PvUAV
s (t)={pvUAV

k,s,v,n(t)}. The
data rate rvUAV

k,s,v,n(t) of user k on subchannel n associated with
vUAV v on class-s slices at TS t is given by

rvUAV
k,s,v,n(t) =

B

N
log2

[
1 +

pvUAV
k,s,v,n(t)g

vUAV
k,s,v,n(t)

IvUAV
k,s,v,n (t) + (BN )N0

]
, (7)

where

IvUAV
k,s,v,n (t) =

∑
i∈V\{v}

pvUAV
k,s,i,n(t)g

vUAV
k,s,i,n(t). (8)

Similarly, IvUAV
k,s,v,n (t) is the inter-cell interference of user k

associated with vUAV v and subchannel n on class-s slices at
TS t, where gvUAV

k,s,i,n(t) and pvUAV
k,s,i,n(t) are the channel coeffi-

cient and the power of the interference vUAV i,∀i ∈V\{v},
respectively.

C. Satellite Communication
With the aid of LEO satellite downlink channels, seamless

coverage may be provided for users in our slicing network.
In the space layer, the channel coefficient gvLEO

k,s,n (t) of user k
on subchannel n associated with the vLEO satellite on class-s
slices at TS t is defined as:

gvLEO
k,s,n (t) = hvLEO

k,s,n (t)
[
dvLEO
k,s (t)

]−α

=

(
c

4πfc

)2[
dvLEO
k,s (t)

]−α
,

(9)

and

dvLEO
k,s (t)=

[(
xvLEO(t)−xUE

k,s (t)
)2

+
(
yvLEO(t)−yUE

k,s (t)
)2
+
(
zvLEO(t)

)2]1/2
,

(10)

where dvLEO
k,s (t) is the distance between the vLEO satellite

and user k of class-s slices. Furthermore, hvLEO
k,s,n (t) is the

unit radio propagation loss of the satellite link caused by the
free space loss [37], where fc is the carrier frequency and c
is the velocity of light.

We denote the transmit power of the vLEO satellite to user
k associated with subchannel n on class-s slices at TS t by
pvLEO
k,s,n (t), having PvLEO

s (t) = {pvLEO
k,s,n (t)}. Thus, the data

rate rvLEO
k,s,n (t) of user k on subchannel n associated with the

vLEO satellite on class-s slices at TS t is given by

rvLEO
k,s,n (t) =

B

N
log2

[
1 +

pvLEO
k,s,n (t)gvLEO

k,s,n (t)

(BN )N0

]
. (11)

Subsequently, we define ξk,s,n(t) as a binary factor of
user k associated with subchannel n on class-s slices at
TS t, and Ξs(t)={ξk,s,n(t)} is the set of subchannel allo-
cation indicators. Furthermore, Φs(t)={φk,s,m(v) (t)} repre-
sents the set of network component association indicators,
where φk,s,m(v) (t) ∈

{
φvBS
k,s,m(t), φvUAV

k,s,v (t), φvLEO
k,s (t)

}
is a

binary factor of user k associated with vBS m, vUAV v or
the vLEO satellite on class-s slices at TS t. Their specific
expressions are as follows:

ξk,s,n(t)=

{
1, if n is allocated to user k of class-s slices,
0, otherwise,

(12)

and

φk,s,m(v)(t)=


1, if user k of class-s slices is associated

with m, v or vLEO,

0, otherwise.
(13)

Hence, the downlink data rate of user k associated with
vBSs, vUAVs and the vLEO satellite on class-s slices at TS t
are formulated as, respectively:

RvBS
k,s (t) =

∑
n∈N

∑
m∈M

φvBS
k,s,m(t)ξk,s,n(t)r

vBS
k,s,m,n(t), (14)

RvUAV
k,s (t) =

∑
n∈N

∑
v∈V

φvUAV
k,s,v (t)ξk,s,n(t)r

vUAV
k,s,v,n(t), (15)

and

RvLEO
k,s (t) =

∑
n∈N

φvLEO
k,s (t)ξk,s,n(t)r

vLEO
k,s,n (t). (16)

Upon considering our triple-layer RAN slicing system in-
cluding the space, air and ground layers, we can get the total
downlink data rate of user k on class-s slices at TS t, as
follows:

Rk,s (t) = RvBS
k,s (t) +RvUAV

k,s (t) +RvLEO
k,s (t) . (17)

D. SAGIN Slices

Let us now build the customized optimization objectives
of three classes of slices, respectively. As for class-1 slices,
such as a high-resolution video streaming service, MNO has to
satisfy the users’ requirements by transmitting high-throughput
data through the wireless downlink. Hence, the throughput
of the system is regarded as the customized optimization
objective for class-1 slices. We express the throughput of class-
1 slices at TS t as:

Rsum
1 (t) =

∑
k∈K1

Rk,1 (t). (18)

As for class-2 slices, such as mission critical services and
emergency response, the primary target is to reduce the service
delay in order to guarantee flawless lip-synchronization. We
represent by A2(t)= {A1,2(t),A2,2(t),...,Ak,2(t),...} the pro-
cess of random data arrivals on class-2 slices at TS t, which
follows a Poisson arrival process having the average arrival
rate of λ2. In this context, A2 (t) is assumed to be independent
among the users and i.i.d. across the TSs. Consequently, the
service procedure at TS t can be modeled as an M/D/1 queue
[39], [40] having the service rate of Rk,2 (t). The service delay
of user k on class-2 slices at TS t is denoted by Dk,2 (t), which
consists of the propagation delay, the transmission delay and
the queuing delay, yielding:

Dk,2 (t)=
dk,2 (t)

c
+
Ak,2 (t)

Rk,2 (t)
+

λ2Ak,2 (t)

2

[(
Rk,2 (t)

)2

−λ2Rk,2 (t)

],
(19)
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where we have:

dk,2 (t)=
∑
n∈N

∑
m∈M

φvBS
k,2,m(t)ξk,2,n(t)d

vBS
k,2,m(t)

+
∑
n∈N

∑
v∈V

φvUAV
k,2,v (t)ξk,2,n(t)d

vUAV
k,2,v (t)

+
∑
n∈N

φvLEO
k,2 (t)ξk,2,n(t)d

vLEO
k,2 (t).

(20)

The first term of (19) is the propagation delay of user k on
class-2 slices at TS t, where dk,2 (t) is the distance between the
user k on class-2 slices and its associated network component.
The second term of (19) is the transmission delay of user k on
class-2 slices at TS t, and the last term of (19) is the queuing
delay of user k on class-2 slices at TS t.

The average delay of all users on class-2 slices can be
expressed as

Dave
2 (t) =

1

K2

∑
k∈K2

Dk,2 (t). (21)

In order to meet the low-delay requirements of users on class-2
slices, we aim for minimizing Dave

2 (t).
Class-3 slices provide the basic wide-area access services

at a low user density, in rural areas supporting few people.
Given the time-varying channel state and the heterogeneous
3D network architecture, the basic access services are also
of variable-rate nature. Consequently, the main optimization
objective of class-3 slices is to maximize the average signal to
interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) of the network for
ensuring a wide coverage area. The SINR of user k associated
with vBSs, vUAVs and vLEO satellite on class-3 slices at TS
t are defined respectively as:
SINRvBS

k,3 (t)

=
∑
n∈N

∑
m∈M

φvBS
k,3,m(t)ξk,3,n(t)

pvBS
k,3,m,n(t)g

vBS
k,3,m,n(t)

IvBS
k,3,m,n(t) + (BN )N0

,
(22)

SINRvUAV
k,3 (t)

=
∑
n∈N

∑
v∈V

φvUAV
k,3,v (t)ξk,3,n(t)

pvUAV
k,3,v,n(t)g

vUAV
k,3,v,n(t)

IvUAV
k,3,v,n(t) + (BN )N0

,
(23)

and

SINRvLEO
k,3 (t)=

∑
n∈N

φvLEO
k,3 (t)ξk,3,n(t)

pvLEO
k,3,n (t)gvLEO

k,3,n (t)

(BN )N0

.

(24)
By jointly considering our SAGIN slicing network, we

express the average SINR of class-3 slices as:

SINRave
3 (t)=

1

K3

∑
k∈K3

{
SINRvBS

k,3 (t)+SINRvUAV
k,3 (t)

+SINRvLEO
k,3 (t)

}
.

(25)

IV. MULTI-OBJECTIVE PROBLEM FORMULATION

Before starting this section, we provide Fig. 2 to emphasize
the flow of the mathematical analysis in the sequel. This
diagram helps readers to understand the flow of the paper.

Explicitly, we formulate the power consumption of each
vBS, vUAV and vLEO satellite on class-s slices respectively

Step 1. Optimization Objective:

Step 2. Optimization Variable:

Jointly optimizing the three different objectives of 

throughput, average delay and the average SINR formulated 

in       of (29).*
P

Jointly optimizing the three different objectives of 

throughput, average delay and the average SINR formulated 

in       of (29).*
P

Dynamically deploying proper vBSs/vUAVs/vLEO to users, 

finding the optimal vUAVs’ positions, as well as allocating 

optimal subchannels and power resources among the slices 

and to users within each of the slices. { }, , , , ,vUAV

s s s s s sd η ρ Ξ Φ P

Step 3. The Adopted Strategy to 

Solve (29):

Splitting it into two consecutive sub-problems as shown 

respectively in (31) and (32).

Step 4. The Proposed Solution 

for the First Sub-Problem:

Proposing a CDMADDPG algorithm, where the centralized 

supervisory unit first determines the global resource sharing 

among the slices                      . { }, ,vUAV

s s sd η ρ

Step 5. The Proposed Solution 

for the Second Sub-Problem:

Proposing a CDMADDPG algorithm, where three separate 

reduced-dimensional distributed units then deal with the local 

resource optimization within each of the slices                   . { }, ,s s sΞ Φ P

Fig. 2: Flow of the mathematical analysis.

as:

P vBS
m,s (t)=

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Ks

φvBS
k,s,m(t)ξk,s,n(t)p

vBS
k,s,m,n(t), (26)

P vUAV
v,s (t)=

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Ks

φvUAV
k,s,v (t)ξk,s,n(t)p

vUAV
k,s,v,n(t), (27)

and

P vLEO
s (t)=

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Ks

φvLEO
k,s (t)ξk,s,n(t)p

vLEO
k,s,n (t). (28)

Next, we define the set of inter-slice power allocation factors
of the vBSs, vUAVs and vLEO satellite in class-s slices at TS
t as ρs=

{
ρvBS
s (t) ,ρvUAV

s (t) ,ρvLEO
s (t)

}
. Furthermore, ηs={

ηvBS
s (t) ,ηvUAV

s (t) ,ηvLEO
s (t)

}
represents the set of inter-

slice subchannel allocation factors of the vBSs, vUAVs and
vLEO satellite in class-s slices at TS t.

As for our dynamically adaptive multi-slicing SAGIN, it is
more effective to adopt the long-term objectives to estimate the
network performance instead of optimizing near-instantaneous
objectives [41]. By (18), (21) and (25), we can jointly optimize
the three different objectives of throughput, average delay
and the average SINR relying on multi-objective optimization
(MOO) algorithms in the non-scalar form, which is shown in
P∗ of (29) at the top of the next page.

In this context, we define:
Ps=

{
PvBS

s (t),PvUAV
s (t),PvLEO

s (t)
}
. (30)

Furthermore, in (29), β is the initial threshold used for
guaranteeing the non-negativity of the delay objective. In (29),
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P∗ : max{
Ξs,Φs,Ps,

ηs,ρs,d
vUAV
s

}



∑T

t=1
Rsum

1 (t)∑T

t=1
[β−Dave

2 (t)]∑T

t=1
SINRave

3 (t)

 ,

s.t. C1 :
∑
k∈Ks

ξk,s,n (t)φk,s,m(v)(t)≤1, ∀n∈N,m∈M, v∈V,

C2 :
∑
n∈N

∑
m∈M
(v∈V)

ξk,s,n (t)φk,s,m(v) (t) ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K,

C3 :
∑
m∈M

φvBS
k,s,m (t)+

∑
v∈V

φvUAV
k,s,v (t)+φvLEO

k,s (t)≤1, ∀k ∈ K,

C4 : ρs,ηs∈(0, 1) ,∀s∈{1, 2, 3},
C5 : pvBS

k,s,m,n (t) , p
vUAV
k,s,v,n (t) , p

vLEO
k,s,n (t)≥0, ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N,m ∈M, v ∈ V,

C6 : ξk,s,n(t) , φk,s,m(v)(t)∈{0, 1} , ∀k∈K, n∈N,m∈M, v∈V,

C7 : P vBS
m,s (t)≤ρvBS

s (t)PB, ∀m∈M, P vUAV
v,s (t)≤ρvUAV

s (t)PV ,∀v∈V, P vLEO
s (t)≤ρvLEO

s (t)PL, ∀s∈{1, 2, 3},

C8 :
∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Ks

ξk,s,n (t)φ
vBS
k,s,m (t)≤ηvBSs (t)N,

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Ks

ξk,s,n (t)φ
vUAV
k,s,v (t)≤ηvUAVs (t)N,

∑
n∈N

∑
k∈Ks

ξk,s,n (t)φ
vLEO
k,s (t)≤ηvLEOs (t)N,∀m∈M,v∈V,s∈{1, 2, 3},

C9 :
(
xvUAV
i (t)−xvUAV

j (t)
)2
+
(
yvUAV
i (t)−yvUAV

j (t)
)2≥(

dvUAV
min

)2
, ∀i, j ∈ V, i ̸= j,

C10 : ρ
vBS(vUAV )(vLEO)
1 (t) + ρ

vBS(vUAV )(vLEO)
2 (t)+ρ

vBS(vUAV )(vLEO)
3 (t)≤1,

C11 : η
vBS(vUAV )(vLEO)
1 (t) + η

vBS(vUAV )(vLEO)
2 (t)+η

vBS(vUAV )(vLEO)
3 (t)≤1.

(29)

C1 exhibits that a subchannel is only allocated to at most
one user in the same cell and slice, C2 shows that we can
only assign at most one subchannel to one user in the same
TS, and C3 represents that a user is only associated with one
network component in the same TS. Still referring to (29), C4
represents the value range of the allocation factors {ηs,ρs}.
Furthermore, C5 limits the non-negativity of the transmit
power, while C6 limits the value range of binary variables
ξk,s,n(t) and φk,s,m(v)(t). To elaborate further, C7 illustrates
that the actual power consumed by each vLEO satellite, vUAV
and vBS could not exceed the total available power on class-s
slices, respectively, while C8 guarantees that the number of
subchannels used in each network component on class-s slices
at TS t is no more than the total subchannel numbers. In order
to avoid collision, C9 limits the distance between two vUAVs
to no less than dvUAV

min , where we assume that all UAVs in
the network are at the same altitude. Finally, C10 and C11
illustrate that the power as well as subchannels assigned to
different slice types do not overlap with each other in any of
the TSs.

However, since we both consider the inter-cell interfer-
ences and introduce the binary variables {Ξs(t),Φs(t)} for
our heterogeneous 3D network, (29) represents a non-convex
and mixed-integer non-scalar MOOP, which is subject to
multiple constraints. It is challenging to solve it by traditional
mathematical optimization methods, and it is also ineffective

to directly utilize existing DRL algorithms.

V. PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION AND SOLUTION

In this section, firstly, we decompose (29) into two sub-
problems in order to reduce its complexity. Then, based on
the MADDPG algorithm [19], we develop a CDMADDPG
model and propose the CDMADDPG algorithm to solve (29)
as well as to obtain near-Pareto optimal solutions.

A. MOOP Decoupling

The proposed Eq. (29) includes 6 sets of decision variables
and 3 optimization objectives, which makes the exploration of
the full Pareto front excessively complex. MOOP decoupling
can help mitigate this problem [42]. Furthermore, the RAN
slices are independent with each other, so the users’ resource
allocation within a slice is not affected by other slices.
Therefore, we can directly decouple (29) into the inter-slice
optimization subproblem P1 and the intra-slice optimization
subproblem P2, as follows:

P1 : max
{dvUAV

s ,ηs,ρs}



∑T

t=1
Rsum

1 (t)∑T

t=1
[β−Dave

2 (t)]∑T

t=1
SINRave

3 (t)

 ,

s.t. C4, C9−C11,

(31)
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and

P2 : max
{Ξs,Φs,Ps}



∑T

t=1
Rsum

1 (t) , s=1∑T

t=1
[β−Dave

2 (t)] , s=2∑T

t=1
SINRave

3 (t) , s=3

 ,

s.t. C1−C3, C5−C8.

(32)

Firstly, the subproblem P1 allocates the resources{
dvUAV
s ,ηs,ρs

}
among slices in order to pursue Pareto-

optimization of multiple performance metrics. Then, according
to

{
dvUAV
s ,ηs,ρs

}
, the subproblem P2 allocates the users’

resources {Ξs,Φs,Ps} within the class-s slices to optimize
the respective performance of each slice, facilitating a ben-
eficial performance enhancement. In this way, P1 and P2

are optimized iteratively for gradually approaching the Pareto-
optimization of the original problem P∗. When the number of
iterations is large enough, the optimal solutions to the two
subproblems can be regarded as optimal also for the original
problem.

B. The CDMADDPG Model Structure

In this section, the CDMADDPG model structure is pro-
posed for solving the above decoupled subproblems, as shown
in Fig. 3. It is composed of three parts, namely the environ-
ment, the upper centralized unit and three underlying distribut-
ed units. Each centralized or distributed unit relies on DRL, in-
cluding a main body, termed as Agent i,∀i∈{1, d−1, d−2, d−3},
which is equivalent to a player in a game. Agent i can interact
with the environment for formulating real-time state observa-
tions and reward functions, and may rely on different reward
functions to facilitate MOO. In the CDMADDPG model, it is
assumed that each agent’s tasks exhibit Markovian attributes.
Explicitly, a Markov decision process (MDP) consists of a
four-tuple, namely

⟨
ot
i ,a

t
i , r

t
i ,o

t+1
i

⟩
,∀i∈{1,d−1,d−2,d−3},

the elements of which are the set of state observation, the
action space, reward functions and the next state observation,
respectively. In the MDP, the agent observes the current state
of the environment and selects an action from the action space.
By executing this action, the agent receives a reward from the
environment and then goes to the next state. However, we
cannot collect global action information for directly determin-
ing the optimal MDP, given the huge continuous action space
of the CDMADDPG model. Hence, the agents have to train
deep neural networks (DNNs) and learn the optimal decisions
through their continuous interactions with the environment.

Bearing in mind that the dynamic resource sharing among
slices based upon the same physical SAGIN is similar to the
multi-agent cooperation scenario of the CDMADDPG model,
the global MNO in the system may be viewed as Agent 1 of
the centralized supervisory unit in the CDMADDPG model to
carry out the inter-slice resource optimization for the entire
SAGIN. Similarly, the three classes of SAGIN slices in the
system may be transformed into Agent d-s,s ∈ {1, 2, 3} of
the underlying distributed units in the CDMADDPG model in
order to process the resource allocation within a specific type
of slices, respectively.

Then, the elements of the system model may also corre-
spond to the MDP’s four-tuples of

⟨
ot
i ,a

t
i , r

t
i ,o

t+1
i

⟩
.

Actor d-1

Critic d-1

Agent d-1

Experience 

memory d-1

Experience 

memory d-2

Experience 

memory d-3

Environment

Actor d-2

Critic d-2
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Actor 1 Critic 1
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Train Store Train Store Train Store
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Q
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Q
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t

d-3
o

t

d-3
a

Fig. 3: CDMADDPG model structure.

The current and the next state of Agent 1: As for Agent
1, the state observation is held in a vector of the users’ request
and position dynamics in the entire system. Hence, at the time
step t (equivalent to TS t), the state observation of Agent 1 is
defined as:

ot
1=

{
A(t) ,

(
xUE(t),yUE(t)

)}
, (33)

where A(t) = {A1(t) , A2(t) , A3(t)} is the set of the data
arrival process of the three types of slices in the system.
Furthermore,

(
xUE(t),yUE(t)

)
=
{(

xUE
k,s (t), y

UE
k,s (t)

)}
rep-

resents the coordinate set of all the terrestrial users.
Then, the next state observation of Agent 1 can be formu-

lated as:

ot+1
1 =

{
A(t+1) ,

(
xUE(t+1),yUE(t+1)

)}
, (34)

where A(t+ 1) and
(
xUE(t+1),yUE(t+1)

)
represent the

data arrival process of the three types of slices and all users’
coordinates at the next time step.

Action of Agent 1: At the time step t, the MNO has to
allocate optimal subchannels and power resources for each
class of slices, and determine the optimal vUAVs’ positions
according to the state observation ot

1. Hence, the action set is
denoted as:

at1=
{
ηs,ρs,d

vUAV
s

}
,∀s∈{1, 2, 3} . (35)

In order to further reduce the action space, we replace “≤”
in C10 and C11 of (31) with “=”. In this way, Agent 1 only
has to train the power and subchannel allocation factors of the
first two kinds of slices. Note that the selected actions have to
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satisfy the constraints of P1, where those unsatisfied actions
are removed.

State and the next state of Agent d-s: As for Agent d-
s in the distributed units, the state observation is a vector of
users’ request on the class-s slices. Hence, at the time step t,
the state observation of Agent d-s is defined as:

ot
d−s={A1,s(t),A2,s(t),...,Ak,s(t),...} , (36)

where Ak,s (t) is the random data arrival of user k on class-s
slices at time step t.

Naturally, the next state observation of Agent d-s can be
formulated as:

ot+1
d−s={A1,s(t+1),A2,s(t+1),...,Ak,s(t+1),...} . (37)

Action of Agent d-s: At the time step t, the class-s slices
are mapped to the suitable vBSs/vUAVs/vLEO satellite and
rely on optimal subchannels and power resources for their
users within the slices according to the state observation ot

d−s.
Hence, the action set is denoted as:

atd−s={Ξs,Φs,Ps} . (38)

For facilitating our mathematical analysis, we relax binary
variables of Ξs and Φs to continuous variables within the
value range of [0,1], which also conforms to the condition of
continuous actions in our CDMADDPG algorithm. Similarly,
the selected actions have to satisfy the constraints of P2. Since
sometimes resource contention occurs, a dual resource allo-
cation mechanism is proposed for improving the algorithm’s
performance and the users’ QoS. Specifically, within a time
step t, the first resource allocation of Agent d-s is carried out
to obtain atd−s. Then, the algorithm checks whether the action
set satisfies the constraints, and collects all idle resources.
If some of the actions violate the resource constraints and
there are resources available in the system, a second resource
allocation round shall be carried out immediately to resolve
these conflicting actions in order to avoid that the related users
fail to get the requested service due to collisions. However, if
all available resources in the system are used up, then except
for one of the conflicting actions, which retains its original
value, all conflicting actions Ξs and Φs are set to 0 and Ps

are changed to a low value, in order to satisfy the constraints.
Reward of Agent d-s: Since the main performance metrics

of the three classes of RAN slices are different, we define
different reward functions for Agent d-s in the CDMADDPG
model. According to (32), the reward space of Agent d-s can
be formulated as follows:

rtd−s=


Rsum

1 (t) , s=1,[
1−Dave

2 (t)
]
, s=2,

SINRave
3 (t) , s=3,

(39)

where Rsum
1 (t), Dave

2 (t) and SINRave
3 (t) are the normalized

objectives by 0-1 normalization. Then, the experience memory
of the Agent d-s is summarized as Dd−s, the elements of
which are

⟨
ot
d−s,a

t
d−s, r

t
d−s,o

t+1
d−s

⟩
.

Reward of Agent 1: According to (31), Agent 1 aims
for finding Pareto optimal solutions of our MOOP. Hence,
we define the reward function for Agent 1 by harnessing the

ensemble strategy of rank voting method [43]. Specifically,
we first define the experience memory of Agent 1 as D1 to
store four-tuples

⟨
ot
1,a

t
i ,r

t
i ,o

t+1
1

⟩
having i=1,d−1,d−2,d−3

generated by the entire model. Then, we rank the four-
tuples in D1 in ascending order according to the reward
value rtd−s,∀s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, respectively. Hence, the index χt

s

is assigned to each four-tuple, which means the four-tuple⟨
ot
1,a

t
i ,r

t
i ,o

t+1
1

⟩
is ranked χt

s-th position in the ascending
sequence by rtd−s, as follows:

χt
s=asc

(
D1;

⟨
ot
1,a

t
i ,r

t
i ,o

t+1
1

⟩)
,

where i=1,d−1,d−2,d−3.
(40)

In (40), asc (X; y) is the function ordering the X’s elements
in ascending order, and then feeding back the ascending index
of the element y to χt

s, where y is one of the elements in X.
By adding χt

s of three classes of slices for each time step, we
can obtain the χt as the reward function rt1, as follows:

rt1=χt=χt
1+χt

2+χt
3. (41)

In this way, we keep approaching the optimal four-tuple, as
follows: ⟨

o∗
1,a

∗
i ,r

∗
i ,o

′∗
1

⟩
=argmax

t
χt, (42)

where
⟨
o∗
1,a

∗
i ,r

∗
i ,o

′∗
1

⟩
is not dominated in the space of D1,

which conforms to the definition of Pareto optimal solutions
(Please refer to Appendix A for the specific proof).

Basic structure of centralized and distributed units: In
our CDMADDPG model, both the centralized and the three
distributed DRL units rely on the same basic actor-critic (AC)
structure [19], where each agent contains an actor and a critic,
as seen from Fig. 3. Specifically, the actor selects an action by
the current state observation; then the critic aims to evaluate
this action and return the Q-value; and finally the actor mod-
ifies subsequent action selection policies based on the critic’s
Q-value. In this way, the learning process of the CDMADDPG
model becomes more stable and converges faster than the DRL
models operating without the AC structure. Among them, the
actor i,∀i ∈ {1,d−1,d−2,d−3} is designated as the policy
function µθi

(
ot
i |θµi

)
of the DRL unit i, while the critic i could

be defined as the action-value function Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
of the

DRL unit i. Thus, we utilize different DNNs for approximating
the actor i and the critic i, respectively, and use the classic
stochastic gradient method to train both θµi and θQi . Actor
i’s input is set to the current state ot

i and its output is set to
the deterministic action ati ; while critic i’s inputs are the state
ot
i and the action ati generated by the actor, and its output

is set to the estimated Q-value. Hence, we could obtain the
optimal reward rti by continuously updating both the actor and
the critic of Agent i.

Updating the actor: The OF of agent i in the CDMADDPG
algorithm can be defined as the expectation of long-term
discounted cumulative reward, that is:

Ji (µ) = Eµ

[
r0i + γr1i + γ2r2i + · · ·+ γT−1rT−1i

]
, (43)

where γ is defined as the discount factor. The actor i aims to
find the optimal deterministic policy µ∗

θi
, which corresponds
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to the maximization of Ji (µ), formulated as:

µ∗
θi

(
ot
i |θµi

)
= argmax

µ
Ji (µ) . (44)

Hence, the deterministic action ati of agent i at time step t
could be obtained through µ∗

θi
, as follows:

ati = µ∗
θi

(
ot
i |θµi

)
. (45)

It has been proved in [44] that the gradient of Ji (µ)
with respect to θµi is equivalent to the expected gradient of
Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
with respect to θµi .

As for the action-value function Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
of agent i,

based on MDP, it can be formally defined using the Bellman’s
equation, as follows:

Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
=rti+γmax

a
Qθi

(
ot+1
i ,at+1i |θ

Qi
)
, (46)

where rti is the current reward function, while ot+1
i and at+1

i

are the next state and the next action of agent i, respectively.
Subsequently, the update of Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
is as follows:

Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
←Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
+αδt, (47)

where

δt=rti+γmax
a

Q′
θi

(
ot+1
i ,at+1i |θ

Q′
i

)
−Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
, (48)

and rti+γmax
a

Q′
θi

(
ot+1
i ,at+1

i |θQ′
i

)
is defined as the target,

which represents the actual reward of the prediction. Further-
more, δt is the error, which is used for estimating the action-
value function, while α is the learning rate.

Therefore, the chain rule could be utilized to derive Ji(µ)
and then to get the update method of the actor, as follows:

∇θµiJi = Eot
i ,a

t
i∼Di

[
∇θµiµθi

(
ot
i |θµi

)
·∇at

i
Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
|at

i=µθi(o
t
i |θ

µi)

]
.

(49)

Referring to the gradient ascent algorithm, we could up-
date the parameter θµi in (49) and optimize the action ati
along the direction of improving the action-value function
Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
.

Updating the critic: According to (47) and (48), we update
the critic by minimizing the loss function, defined as follows:

Li=Eot
i ,a

t
i ,r

t
i ,o

t+1
i ∼Di

[(
TargetQi−Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

))2]
,

(50)
and

TargetQi = rti + γQ′
θi

(
ot+1
i , µ′

θi

(
ot+1
i |θµ

′
i

)
|θQ

′
i

)
, (51)

where θµ
′
i and θQ

′
i in TargetQi are the parameters from the

target actor and the target critic, respectively.
Therefore, the gradient of the critic can be expressed as

shown below:

∇θQiLi=Eot
i,a

t
i,r

t
i,o

t+1
i ∼Di

[(TargetQi−

Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

))
∇θQiQθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)]
.

(52)

The gradient descent method is used to update the parameter
θQi and then to find the optimal value Q∗

θi
.

Online network and target network: In order to guarantee
the stability of the learning process, the CDMADDPG algo-
rithm creates two DNNs for each actor/critic, i.e. the online
and target networks, as follows:

actor

{
online : µθi

(
ot
i |θµi

)
, update θµi ,

target : µ′
θi

(
ot
i |θµ

′
i

)
, update θµ

′
i ,

(53)

and

critic

 online : Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
, update θQi ,

target : Q′
θi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQ

′
i

)
,update θQ

′
i .

(54)

More explicitly, the CDMADDPG algorithm uses a to-
tal of 16 DNNs ((1[online network] + 1[target network]) ×
2[actor&critic]×4[agents]). Firstly, the agent i updates θµi and
θQi of the online networks through the gradient ascent/descent
method after finishing a mini-batch based data training. Then,
θµ

′
i and θQ

′
i of the target networks are updated using the

following soft update method:{
θQ

′
i ← τθQi + (1− τ) θQ

′
i ,

θµ
′
i ← τθµi + (1− τ) θµ

′
i ,

(55)

where the soft update parameter τ is 0.001.
DNN configuration: According to the defined state obser-

vation and action space of Agent i, we set different number
of DNNs’ inputs and outputs for respectively approximating
Actors as well as Critics. Then, the fixed size of the experience
memory is limited to D1= 10, 000 four-tuples and Dd−s=
2000 four-tuples, and we sample Dmini

1 = 100 mini-batches
as well as Dmini

d−s =50 mini-batches for training the centralized
unit and distributed units at each time step, respectively.
However, no known rule is used for determining the number
of neurons and hidden layers, hence it is chosen by trial-and-
error [45]. For instance, we set Relu activation function for the
hidden layer and then set Sigmoid activation function for the
output layer, because all the outputs are positive and between
0 and 1. The specific DNNs’ configuration is summarized in
Table 3.

C. The CDMADDPG Algorithm

Based on the above CDMADDPG model, the specific
algorithmic process is formulated for approaching the Pareto
optimal solutions of our MOOP. The CDMADDPG algorithm
is executed by the centralized supervisory unit for global
learning between different types of slices, and uses the slice-
specific distributed units to make local resource decisions
within the slices, respectively.

Firstly, Agent 1 in the centralized unit selects the action
at1 based on the current policy and exploration for inter-slice
resource optimization, and delivers it to Agent d-s. In the dis-
tributed units, the three dedicated slice-specific agents decide
their own actions atd−s for intra-slice resource optimization,
and obtain the current reward rtd−s and the next state ot+1

d−s

by their interaction with the environment in a parallel and
asynchronous manner. The four-tuples of Agent d-s generated
are stored in Dd−s. We randomly sample Dmini

d−s mini-batches
selected from Dd−s to critic d-s and actor d-s for online
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Table 3: DNNs’ configuration in this paper.

Number of inputs Number of outputs Number of
hidden layers

Number of
neurons Activation function Learning rate Fixed size

of Di
Dmini

i

Actor 1 (3+6Ks) (12+2V ) 2 100 Relu+Sigmoid 0.0001 10,000 100Critic 1 (15+6Ks+2V ) 1 2 100 Relu+Sigmoid 0.001
Actor d-s Ks 3Ks 2 100 Relu+Sigmoid 0.0001 2000 50Critic d-s 4Ks 1 2 100 Relu+Sigmoid 0.001

Table 4: Specific values of the parameters in (56).

Parameter Nag Li,ac Li,cri n
(0)
1,ac n

(1)
1,ac n

(2)
1,ac n

(3)
1,ac n

(0)
1,cri n

(1)
1,cri n

(2)
1,cri

Value 4 2 2 (3+6Ks) 100 100 (12+2V )
(15+6Ks

+2V )
100 100

Parameter n
(3)
1,cri n

(0)
d−s,ac n

(1)
d−s,ac n

(2)
d−s,ac n

(3)
d−s,ac n

(0)
d−s,cri n

(1)
d−s,cri n

(2)
d−s,cri n

(3)
d−s,cri

Value 1 Ks 100 100 3Ks 4Ks 100 100 1

and off-policy training. After delivering atd−s and rtd−s of
Agent d-s to Agent 1 and collecting the next state ot+1

1

from the environment, all the four-tuples of the system are
generated and stored in D1. Next, we randomly sample Dmini

1

mini-batches selected from D1 and find the non-dominated
four-tuple, i.e., calculating rt1 by (41), for training the critic
and actor of Agent 1. In this way, we alternately train the
centralized unit and the distributed units until convergence
is reached. Finally, it is hard to offer any proof of evidence
that the Pareto optimal solutions have indeed been found [33],
[46]. Hence we resort to collecting all the non-dominated four-
tuples

⟨
o∗
1,a

∗
i ,r

∗
i ,o

′∗
1

⟩
of a few of the final iterations as the

near-Pareto optimal solutions of the MOOP formulated. We
summarize the specific process in Algorithm 1. By activating
Algorithm 1 several times, we can collect multiple near-Pareto
optimal solutions so as to present an approximation of the
Pareto boundary.

Theorem 1: Similar to the investigations in [47], the order
of computational complexity of the learning procedure in our
proposed algorithm is given by

O

ET

Nag∑
i=1

Li,ac∑
j=0

n
(j)
i,acn

(j+1)
i,ac +

Li,cri∑
j=0

n
(j)
i,crin

(j+1)
i,cri

 ,

(56)
where E and T refer to the number of episodes and time
steps, respectively. Furthermore, Nag represents the number
of Agents in our CDMADDPG algorithm, while n

(j)
i,ac and

n
(j)
i,cri are defined as the numbers of neurons in the j-th layer

of actor i and critic i, respectively. Still referring to (56), Li,ac

(Li,cri) represents the number of hidden layers in actor (critic)
i.

In our algorithm, the specific values of these parameters are
shown in Table 4, which correspond to the DNNs’ configura-
tion in Table 3. We substitute the values of Table 4 into (56)
to finally obtain the computational complexity order of the
CDMADDPG algorithm as O ((9Ks+V )×400ET ).

Furthermore, the centralized Reward rt1 is a monotonically
increasing function of the distributed Reward rtd−s, as shown
in (41) and (39), respectively. Therefore, the relationship
between them can be characterized as a mixing network, as
follows:

rt1 = fmix

(
rtd−1, r

t
d−2, r

t
d−3

)
, (57)

where fmix denotes the Mixing network [48], [49], which
is a non-negative non-linear monotonic mapping between rt1
and rtd−s, s ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The convergence of this centralized
and distributed algorithm to a locally optimal policy has been
substantiated in [49], [50]. In the next section, we will continue
our analysis by combining the computational complexity with
the simulation of convergence.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we exhibit simulation results to verify the
theoretical analysis and compare the performance attained to
benchmarkers. We adopt a 3D Euclidean coordinate system
model and the terrestrial area is given by 3000× 3000 (m2),
where K users are randomly distributed. We set M = 2 and
V =3, where the coordinates of the terrestrial vBSs are fixed as
(1000, 1000, 0)(m) and (2000, 2000, 0)(m), respectively, and
the altitudes of the vUAVs and of the vLEO satellite are fixed
as zvUAV

v (t)=100m and zvLEO(t)=200, 000m, respectively.
Due to the high altitude of satellite, the distance may be

approximated as dvLEO
k,s (t) ≈

√
(zvLEO(t))

2. Furthermore,
the maximum rate of the vLEO satellite is 100 Mbps. The
available bandwidth of different layers is B = 30MHz, and
it is divided into N = 7 subchannels, respectively. Unless
otherwise specified, we use 20,000 iterations of E = 20
episodes multiplying T =1000 time steps. The other parame-
ters are summarized as follows: PB =10dBW, PV =20dBW,
PL=30dBW, N0=−130dBm/Hz, δ=0.1s, β=0.2s, α=1.5,
R=6, h0=−30dB, dvUAV

min =100m, λ2=(10×K2)kbps.
In order to highlight the advantages of our proposed scheme,

we include four benchmark schemes for comparison.
• Firstly, Benchmark 1 is the conventional single-layer and

agent-coupled “MADDPG” algorithm relying on three
parallel distributed Agents, where each Agent includes an
Actor, which only needs local information for its policy
decisions, and a Critic, which has to collect all agents’
global policies for action value learning.

• Secondly, in Benchmark 2, we consider the traditional s-
calar method of solving our MOOP. From the perspective
of MNO, we convert the key metrics on three classes of
slices into the network-wide utility through the weighted
sum method, defined as:

U (t)=ω1R
sum
1 (t)−ω2D

ave
2 (t)+ω3SINR

ave
3 (t) , (58)
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Algorithm 1 The Specific Process of our CDMADDPG
Algorithm solving (29).

1: Initialization:
2: Randomly initialize the parameters θQi and θµi of critic

Qθi

(
ot
i ,a

t
i |θQi

)
and of actor µθi

(
ot
i |θµi

)
for Agent i.

3: Initialize the target network Q′
θi

as well as µ′
θi

, and set
their parameters as θQ

′
i ← θQi and θµ

′
i ← θµi .

4: Initialize the experience memory Di of Agent i.
5: For episode = 1, ..., E do:
6: Initialize a random process Nt

i for action exploration.
7: Obtain the initial set of states o0

i .
8: For time step = 0, ..., T−1 do:
9: As for Agent 1, select action at1 = µθ1

(
ot
1|θµ1

)
+Nt

1

based on the current policy and exploration for inter-slice
resource optimization.

10: Transfer the action at1 of Agent 1 to Agent d-s.
11: As for Agent d-s, select action atd−s =

µθd−s

(
ot
d−s|θµd−s

)
+Nt

d−s based on the current policy, on
exploration and Agent 1’s action at1 for intra-slice resource
optimization.

12: Estimate whether atd−s meets the constraints of P2,
otherwise activate the dual resource allocation mechanism.

13: Perform actions atd−s and record the rewards rtd−s

as well as the new states ot+1
d−s.

14: In the experience memory Dd−s, store the four-tuples
of

⟨
ot
d−s,a

t
d−s, r

t
d−s,o

t+1
d−s

⟩
.

15: Randomly sample Dmini
d−s mini-batches of⟨

oj
d−s,a

j
d−s, r

j
d−s,o

j+1
d−s

⟩
selected from Dd−s.

16: Calculate TargetQd−s by (51).
17: Update critic d-s by minimizing loss function of (52).
18: Update actor d-s using the gradient policy algorithm

of (49).
19: Update parameters of the target network for Agent

d-s by (55).
20: Transfer the action atd−s and the reward rtd−s of Agent

d-s to Agent 1, and record new states ot+1
1 of Agent 1.

21: In the experience memory D1, store the four-tuples
of

⟨
ot
1,a

t
i ,r

t
i ,o

t+1
1

⟩
having i=1,d−1,d−2,d−3.

22: Randomly sample Dmini
1 mini-batches from D1.

23: Calculate rt1 by (41) and TargetQ1 by (51).
24: Update critic 1 by minimizing loss function of (52).
25: Update actor 1 using the gradient policy algorithm

of (49).
26: Update the parameters of the target network for Agent

1 by (55).
27: ot

i ← ot+1
i .

28: End for
29: When episode=(E−2) or (E−1) or E do:
30: Collect all the non-dominated four-tuples according to

the value of rewards rtd−s,∀s∈{1, 2, 3} from D1.
31: End for
32: Store the final training parameters θµi , θQi , θµ

′
i and θQ

′
i

of DNNs.

where ω1, ω2 and ω3 are the unit prices of throughput,
delay and SINR gains charged by the MNO, respec-
tively. Clearly, the influence of Rsum

1 (t), Dave
2 (t) and

SINRave
3 (t) is directly dependent on the weights of

ω1, ω2 and ω3, respectively, which are usually defined
through experience. Therefore, we adjust their weight ra-
tio into 1:1:1, 1:1:4 and 4:4:1, termed as “utility(1:1:1)”,
“utility(1:1:4)” and “utility(4:4:1)” schemes, respectively,
and then we use the deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) algorithm to solve them.

• Thirdly, we consider the “single resource allocation
mechanism” to be Benchmark 3 of the proposed dual
resource allocation mechanism. In Benchmark 3, when
some variables in a given action set have resource colli-
sion, only one of these variables retains its original value,
while the other conflicting variables will be set either to
0 or to a low value to meet the constraints, which means
that the corresponding users will not be served.

• Finally, in Benchmark 4, we utilize the “fixed vUAVs’
position based scheme”, in which the vUAVs’ positions
are fixed as (500, 500), (1500, 1500) and (2500, 2500),
respectively; while in our scheme, the vUAVs’ positions
are dynamically optimized in P∗.

We also summarize the differences of the application of these
schemes in Table 5.

Fig. 4 shows the convergence of the CDMADDPG algo-
rithm in the training process. Among them, Rewards 1, 2
and 3 are three reward functions defined in (39), which also
correspond to three normalized metrics in (29). A total of
20,000 iterations including 20 episodes and 1000 time steps
is used. After about 15,000 training iterations, Reward 1,
2 and 3 converge to a relatively steady state, respectively.
As for the proposed non-scalar MOOP, the three conflicting
optimization objectives sometimes cannot be simultaneously
optimized during the iterative training process. Once resource
contention occurs, there may be situations where some rewards
converge to their minimum in exchange for improving either
one or both of the rewards. Additionally, the number of users
Ks on each class of slices also affects the reward values. As
shown in Fig. 4, Reward 1 increases while Reward 2 and 3
decrease with the increase of Ks from 9 users to 17 users,
which corresponds to the increase of both the class-1 slices’
throughput and the class-2 slices’ average delay, as well as to
the reduction of the class-3 slices’ average SINR, respectively.

Fig. 5 characterizes the convergence performance of the
MADDPG algorithm under the same DNN hyperparameter
configuration as our algorithm. We use a total of 40,000
iterations. Observe that all the Rewards 1, 2 and 3 can finally
converge to a relatively stable state after 36,000 training itera-
tions. Due to the single-layer and the agent-coupled structure
of the MADDPG algorithm, each agent has to collect both
local and global information at the same time. This means
that upon increasing Ks, the sets of both the global state
observations and of the action space will rapidly expand. This
imposes a substantial computational load on the training pro-
cess of the algorithm, hence making the training convergence
a challenge. We also arrive at this conclusion from Theorem 1.
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Table 5: Comparison between the proposed scheme and four benchmark schemes.

Proposed scheme Benchmark 1 [19] Benchmark 2 [17] Benchmark 3 [51] Benchmark 4 [27]
Optimization
objective non-scalar P∗ non-scalar P∗ scalar (58) non-scalar P∗ non-scalar P∗

Optimization
algorithm CDMADDPG MADDPG DDPG CDMADDPG CDMADDPG

Algorithm
characteristics

Hierarchical;
4 Agents independent

Single layer;
3 Agents coupled One Agent Hierarchical;

4 Agents independent
Hierarchical;

4 Agents independent
Actor’s input

⟨
ot
i

⟩ ⟨
ot
s

⟩ ⟨
ot

⟩ ⟨
ot
i

⟩ ⟨
ot
i

⟩
Actor’s output

⟨
at
i

⟩ ⟨
at
s

⟩ ⟨
at

⟩ ⟨
at
i

⟩ ⟨
at
i

⟩
Critic’s input

⟨
ot
i , a

t
i

⟩ ⟨
ot
s, a

t
s, a

t
S\s

⟩ ⟨
ot, at

⟩ ⟨
ot
i , a

t
i

⟩ ⟨
ot
i , a

t
i

⟩
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Fig. 4: Convergence of the CDMADDPG algorithm.

According to (56), the computational complexity order of the
CDMADDPG algorithm is given by O ((9Ks+V )×400ET )
for the current parameter setting, while that of the MADDPG
algorithm is O ((9Ks+4V )×600ET ). We can see that the
complexity difference between the proposed and MADDPG
algorithm is expanding with the increase of Ks and iterations
ET . Additionally, increasing Ks has the same influence on
the performance of class-s slices as the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 characterize the throughput, the
average delay and average SINR versus K1, K2 and K3 for
the proposed scheme and for the benchmarkers, respectively.
In order to facilitate our comparisons, we show time-averaged
values in this section, i.e., 1

T

∑T
t=1 R

sum
1 (t), 1

T

∑T
t=1 Q

ave
2 (t)

and 1
T

∑T
t=1SINR

ave
3 (t), and give the mean of 10 experiment

trials with the same hyperparameter configuration. Observe
in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that with the increase of Ks,
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Fig. 5: Convergence of the MADDPG algorithm.

both the throughput and the average delay of all schemes
continue to increase, whilst the average SINR is decreasing.
Compared to the MADDPG algorithm, our CDMADDPG
algorithm has better performance at 20,000 iterations, thanks
to its hierarchical and decoupled framework.

Observe for the three utility schemes of Fig. 6, Fig. 7
and Fig. 8 that the larger the weight assigned, the better
the performance becomes. Therefore, the utility(4:4:1) scheme
attains a better throughput and has the lowest average delay,
but its average SINR is poor. By contrast, the SINR advantage
of the utility(1:1:4) scheme is more obvious, but as a penalty,
both the throughput and the delay become inferior. Therefore,
the influence of the metrics in the utility scheme is highly
dependent on their weights, which are subjectively designed
in advance. However, it is worth noting that sometimes even
if we increase the weight of a specific metric, we may not
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Fig. 7: Average delay versus the number of users K2 of class-2
slices.

witness any striking advantage. For example, although the
SINR of the utility(1:1:4) scheme is somewhat higher than
that of the utility(1:1:1) scheme, its throughput and delay is
gravely deteriorated. That is to say, even though the traditional
scalar method has the benefit of a priori knowledge, it still
struggles to satisfy the users’ QoS.

By contrast, our scheme is eminently suitable for different
types of RAN slices even without designing the utility function
and weights in advance. It finds numerous near-Pareto optimal
solutions, and these solutions are non-dominated by each other.
Taking into account all the above discussions regarding Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the CDMADDPG scheme is capable of
striking the best tradeoff (pursuing Pareto optimal) among the
three classes of slices considered, even if it does not always
achieve the best result for all scenarios.

Fig. 9 portrays the average delay versus the data arrival
rate λ2 of class-2 slices for all schemes when K2=11. Upon
increasing λ2, the average delay of each scheme continues to
increase. We can always attain a lower average delay by the
CDMADDPG algorithm than that of the MADDPG algorithm.

Fig. 10 compares the two-dimensional coordinates of
vUAVs in our proposed scheme to that in the fixed vUAVs’
position scheme. In order to facilitate the analysis, we define
the area by the coordinates (0, 0) to (1500, 1500)m as an urban
area with a higher user density and define an area between
(1500, 1,500) and (3000, 3000)m as a rural area having a small
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number of users, as shown in Fig. 10. Naturally, the optimal
vUAVs will actively approach the high-density areas to reduce
the transmission distance, but the fixed vUAVs’ positions
cannot be adjusted in real time. By jointly considering the
position distribution of vBSs and optimal vUAVs in Fig. 10,
our scheme is seen to provide a reasonable network component
deployment.

Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 portray our performance
comparison of the CDMADDPG scheme both with the fixed
vUAVs’ position based scheme and with the single resource
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Fig. 12: Average delay comparison with the benchmarkers.

allocation mechanism. Firstly, it can be seen that all the
performance metrics of the proposed scheme are better than
those of the fixed vUAVs’ position based scheme. Explicitly,
the throughput difference between both schemes is relatively
small, while their average delay as well as average SINR are
quite different. It transpires that the communication distance
has a grave impact on both the average delay and on the
average SINR. As expected, since we apply a dual resource
allocation mechanism, the proposed scheme exhibits a higher
performance advantage than the single resource allocation
mechanism. During the DRL training, a large action space
leads to a high collision probability, which has a grave impact
both on the algorithm’s performance and on the users’ QoS.
In this case, having a dual resource allocation mechanism is
indispensable.

In heterogeneous SAGINs, terrestrial, aerial and satellite
communications have their own service advantages, which is
also reflected in our simulation results. We collect the value of
inter-slice sub-channel allocation factors ηvBS

s (t), ηvUAV
s (t)

and ηvLEO
s (t) when Algorithm 1 converges, as shown in

Table 6. It can be seen that class-1 slices tend to provide
access by both vBSs and vUAVs; class-2 slices have a large
proportion of vUAVs channel resources; finally, vLEO channel
resources are mainly allocated to class-3 slices. This is in line
with the service characteristics of these three communication
methods. Therefore, the proposed model is eminently suitable
for our 3D network having three distinct space-air-ground
channel features, and our CDMADDPG algorithm is eminently
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Fig. 13: Average SINR comparison with the benchmarkers.
Table 6: Average value of ηvBS

s (t), ηvUAV
s (t) and ηvLEO

s (t)
of ten simulations.

ηvBS
s (t) ηvUAV

s (t) ηvLEO
s (t)

Class-1 slices 0.428 0.333 0.286
Class-2 slices 0.286 0.445 0.143
Class-3 slices 0.286 0.222 0.571

suitable for the customized services of users on the different
SAGIN slices.

Fig. 14(a) portrays the three-dimensional scatter diagram of
near-Pareto optimal solutions for (29), which is obtained by
iteratively activating Algorithm 1 ten times when Ks = 11.
Let us briefly consider a pair of extreme points at the top
left and bottom right corners represented by the approximate
throughputs of [18,68]Mbps, delays of [18,2]ms and SINR of
[10,1]dB. Furthermore, Fig. 14(b) represents the approximate
Pareto boundary derived by using interpolation among the
points of Fig. 14(a). For the convenience of observation, we al-
so provide the front view and side view of Fig. 14(b), as shown
in Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 14(d) respectively. Since all solutions
on the Pareto boundary are non-dominated by each other, the
metric’s improvement on one slice is accompanied by metrics’
degradation on the other one or two slices. Explicitly, the
throughput, average delay and SINR cannot be simultaneously
improved, indicating their tradeoff. For example, when the
average SINR of class-3 slices is higher than 7 dB, the
average delay of class-2 slices will also exceed 6 ms, and the
throughput of class-1 slices will be reduced below 36Mbps.
In practical applications, the MNO may activate one of the
near-Pareto optimal solutions by referring to slices’ priority,
where each solution involves a specific resource allocation.
Suppose that the low-delay slices own a higher priority, MNO
may activate a near-Pareto optimal solution having the lowest
delay, while guaranteeing basic target requirements of the
high-throughput slices and the wide-coverage slices.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we simultaneously support high-throughput
slices, low-delay slices and wide-coverage slices under the
same 3D physical SAGIN. In order to jointly optimize the
throughput, average delay and SINR, we have formulated
a non-scalar MOOP involving the optimal vUAVs’ position
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14: (a) Near-Pareto optimal scatter diagram; (b) Interpo-
lated near-Pareto boundary; (c) Front view of (b); (d) Side
view of (b) (K1=K2=K3=11).

decisions, dynamic network components’ deployment and
subchannel as well as power allocation. The CDMADDPG
algorithm has been proposed for solving the non-scalar MOOP
and for approaching the Pareto optimal solutions, where the
centralized unit was used for the global resource alloca-
tion policies among the three classes of slices, while three
distributed slice-specific units were constructed for making
local resource decisions within the slices. Moreover, a dual
resource allocation mechanism was designed for improving
the algorithm’s performance and the users’ QoS. The proposed

algorithm exhibited better performance than the traditional
MADDPG algorithm in multi-user scenarios despite its lower
computational complexity. The proposed scheme has also
exhibited prominent performance advantages over the single
resource allocation mechanism and the fixed vUAV position
based scheme. Compared to the traditional scalar method, our
scheme has the distinct benefit of operating without designing
the utility function and weights in advance, while still finding
numerous near-Pareto optimal solutions, characterizing the set
of tradeoff amongst the different slices.

APPENDIX A
NON-DOMINANCE PROOF OF (42)

Firstly, we assume that the four-tuple found by maximal rt1
(χ∗) can be dominated by other four-tuples in the space of
D1. By Definition 1 of Pareto optimal solutions in [52], there
must be another solution of

⟨
oj
1,a

j
i ,r

j
i ,o

′j
1

⟩
associated with

rjd−s ≥ r∗d−s, s = 1, 2, 3. In this way, the index χj
s by rjd−s

must be higher than the index χ∗
s by r∗d−s, and then the sum

of the three agents’ indices χj must be higher than the sum
of the three agents’ indices χ∗.

However, we know that χ∗ is the maximum sum of indices.
That is, there exists the contradiction between χ∗ and χj,
which indicates the assumption is false. Therefore, the four-
tuple

⟨
o∗
1,a

∗
i ,r

∗
i ,o

′∗
1

⟩
found by maximal rt1 is not dominated

by any other four-tuples in the space of D1.
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